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Well I’m still here. Unfortunately
I’m still your chairman as no-one else
wanted the job! It will be increasingly difficult to be as involved in
SMOC now that I am 100 miles away
as I was when I was on the doorstep.
However, Steve Hardy volunteered to
be a vice chairman and stand in for
me on occasions.
John and I have just returned
from probably the best ever Scottish
6 Day we have been to. The areas
were varied and challenging, both
mentally and physically. Also they
were all quite close together - so not a lot of
driving involved in getting
to each day’s competition
(unless of course you couldn’t get accommodation
fairly near any of them). A
small but select group of
SMOCies gathered each
day near the run in by the
new club multi-day tent. It’s lighter
to carry and only has 3 poles and an
inner “cabin” for changing. Plus it is
green with orange guy ropes! Helen
Nisbet is intending to put “SMOC”
onto it somehow.
I mentioned in the last signals that
my prize for winning W60s at the
British Orienteering Championships
was a pair of socks. But not just any
old socks – these were “Smart wool”
socks. Yes product placement even

exists in SMOC Signals. I forgot
about them until the middle of July
when we decided to run in the middle
distance and urban races in Sheffield
that were held as part of the Harvester Relay weekend. I took them
out of their wrapping and read the
details. They promised blister free
running due to a seamless toe, padding around the heel and other things
besides. So I cast aside the cheap
thin black socks I usually wear and
gave them a go. What a dream they
were – so comfortable and not a blister in sight even though I wore them
on 2 consecutive days. With 6 days
in Scotland beckoning I thought I
had better get another pair or 2. I
visited all the traders before the
first day’s event and could not find
the same make. Sad to say they are
made in the USA. However I did find
some other 100% wool ones and
priced at £8 I think it was definitely
money well spent. So after a week of
orienteering through woods, over
moorland, pastures and in and out of
bogs and streams I finished each day
with happy feet. My message is now
this – don’t scrimp on your socks and
your feet will love you!
Helen, Ann and I have been planning
fun things for the 25th birthday and
hopefully a few old friends will come
along too. So don’t miss out on it!
Enjoy your orienteering

Rosie
rosie.shaw@btinternet.com
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SMOC’s 25th Anniversary
Celebration
This is your final chance to get your ticket for
our special anniversary celebration. After a
slow start, tickets for SMOC's big celebration
are now selling fast so contact Helen
(h.nisbet@virgin.net) to get a ticket or two.
Saturday 10th September at Bow Brickhill Pavilion at a family-friendly time of 6:00pm until
9:30pm.

We are pleased to
offer a warm welcome

Adults are £5 and children £2.50—this will include pizza, desert and soft drinks.

to the following new
members:

Robert Easton,
Alison Berry, Simon
Read, David
Matthews and Craig
Hart.
We hope you enjoy
your orienteering with
SMOC

Introducing “Leo”
or Lee-’O’ as Wendy
suggested!
Our cute
adorable mascot now has
a name.
Thank you to those of
you who suggested a host
of original names at our
Furzton KeyneO.
Congratulations to Emma
Brown who suggested the
winning name. She wins
a family entry to a KeyneO event.
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What’s a Blodslitet?
Looking through the list of events I
noticed that WAOC are holding an
event at Ampthill Park in October
and as part of the event they are
including a BLODSLITET.
BLODSLITET Now I
have seen this word on the occasional event listing over the years
but have never known what it was
(and therefore avoided going to
the event!) I thought this time I
should find out what it is all about.
I might still decide that it’s not for
me – but at least I am making an
informed decision!
I discovered that a Blodslitet is a mass start, long
distance event. The nearest
translation
to
"Blodslitet" is "Blood
spiller”. In Norway, each
autumn since 1977,
Fredrikstad Skiklubb has
staged the original Blodslitet. During this period it
has been raised to an almost cult event, this year
attracting 1700 competitors from
all over Scandinavia and elsewhere. Blodslitet takes place on
the third weekend in October
which is in the middle of the elk
culling season and such is the profile of the event that the hunters
take a day off from their duties to
allow the event to take place!
There is a British Blodslitet, now
called the Tim Walkins Trophy in
memory of Tim who died following
a car accident in 2005. Tim was
instrumental in introducing this
demanding race to the UK and
had already organised the first two
races. It is taking place on 27th
November this year.
WAOC’s interpretation is rather
more modest. In their version,
which they more properly call a

mini-Blodslitet, they retain the
mass start but run over a shorter
distance to make best use of the
relatively small area of Ampthill
Park.
Although this is an individual
event, the mass start operates a
bit like the first leg of a relay: when
the whistle blows, competitors
open up their maps and will run
head to head to start with. At the
central control of each loop, there
will be two alternative loops leading back to the central control. On
the map, the lines joining the loop
controls describe a pattern like a
bow-tie or a butterfly, hence the
term “butterfly loop”. Some competitors will have maps indicating
they must run one loop first then
the second, whilst the remainder
of the maps indicate the loops are
undertaken in the opposite order
(this is “gaffling”). This means
every competitor runs exactly the
same legs and faces the same orienteering challenge, but the variations prevent blind following. A
further variation with the same
effect is called a figure of eight
loop.
For those who prefer not to be
faced with the mass start, you can
choose to start normally after the
initial horde has galloped off. Your
course will still include the loops,
but will be otherwise normal in
terms of course length etc.
WAOC are hoping to provide
Green, Blue, and Brown courses in
the mini-Blodslitet format plus
conventional courses from White
to Light Green. Check their website nearer the time.
Helen Nisbet
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Ex-SMOCie makes the cover of Strider magazine
There was an interesting thread on our
Forum recently that I thought would be of
interest. Roger Cole was a founder
member of SMOC but later moved to
Leicester. John Lewis starts the story:....

Image courtesy of Steve Clark
and LDWA

speak or barely write a sentence, - in
hospital with a large brain tumour
which was removed in two long operations, the final one being 11hours long I
think. That was on the Wednesday or
Thursday. He was up walking round the
ward with his drip stand by the week“I just thought I’d let you know that the
end and was allowed home the next
August issue of Strider (Journal of the
Wednesday.
Long Distance Walkers Association) has
Prior to the op he got very agitated bea picture of Roger Cole on the front cover
cause he was having difficulty making
on his 38th successive annual 100 mile
anyone understand that he hadn't put
walk.
in his LDWA 100 entry for May. His
I remember writing an article for SMOC
daughter Tracey finally figured out what
Signals when he completed his 20th and
he was on about and sent his form in. I
was the only one to do all twenty. They
understand he now gets a preferential
started in 1973 so it
must have been in
entry as the only man to have done all
1992. As I remember
the events.
it the LDWA committee
A few weeks out of hospital he did a
wanted to honour this
Northamptonshire 25 mile walk (he
unique event and to
only ran a bit he said) then he did the
present a special troLDWA 100 in May. At the end of June
phy as he finished. But
we went to the Dolomites with Colletts they couldn’t decide
I was supposed to keep an eye on him whether or not to ena joke! First day we did the "hard"
Ex-SMOCie make
the cover of what
Strider
magazine
grave it in advance just
walk option - he was 20 minutes in
in case he didn’t finish.
front of everyone and I was 20 minutes
They decided to risk it
behind everyone. We spent the rest of
and of course he finthe week doing via Ferrati without any
ished as he has done
guiding - honest, I was knackered by
on each of the 18
the end of the week - whereas Roger
events since. (If you’re
was itching to do the Marmolada
adding up don’t forget
(highest of the Dolomites) - "No way" I
the year of foot and
said - I think maybe he thought I was a
mouth disease when it
wimp. There's no doubt he's a redidn’t take place). He
markable fellow!”
was the only one to
have done them all in
Finally Roger the man himself joins the
1992 and to have done
thread ...
38 years without miss“Good to see you are still reading the
ing one is really quite
Strider. I can't recall seeing you for
exceptional. I wonder if they’ll have ansome while. Are you still doing Strider
other presentation in two years time at
events, and also running with SMOC ? I
40 and again in twelve years at 50. He’ll
still run with LEIOC and with my daughstill only be in his mid-eighties!
ter Tracey getting our grandson into it.
There must have been some near
Like Max he never needs a compass!”
misses over the years and I remember
something about leaving hospital one
Roger is also the subject of an entire
year and not by the front entrance. I
chapter in Julie Welch's book 'Out on
can’t remember exactly what happened
Your Feet' which is about the Hundreds.
but I’m sure Stan will be able to fill in the
details.”
Well done Roger from all of us at
SMOC!
Stan Holroyd duly responds....
“In Feb 2005 Roger ended up unable to
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SMOC at the Scottish 6 Day 2011
Well it’s been and gone already.
Here is a personal view on the
M65S course from Robert
Dove.
Another great time on testing
and beautiful areas, and even
the rain held off for me for most
of the time I was running. Usual
excellent organisation, well perhaps except for the consequences of getting the loo lorry stuck
in the mud on Day 5 and needing two
tractors to pull it out. As I was in my
motorhome I had to be bussed and
that worked very well.
As usual a lot of the SMOC contingent
was found out by the wiggly brown
lines on the maps, we really need to
get more used to seeing them on
maps.
Unfortunately I had to miss Day 1 as
my son got married in Chester on the
Saturday (I told him he needs to get
his employer, Toyota, to sort out their
priorities for dates for shutdowns!!)
Day 2 was a real killer to start with
much of the stumbling on narrowly
spaced tussocks. And to make it
worse I was not plugged into reading
the contours yet, and I really need to
get into the habit of pacing. I have to
admit to mutual help with other competitors!
Day 3 was nearby, but thank goodness, few tussocks. A somewhat better day for me, had I started getting
the hang of it.
Day 4 another nice area. I messed up
the first control but Helen and I did a
mutual sort out of our errors. Another
learning point, improve my height estimation when competing.

All photos this page by the official S6D photographer Chris
Spencer

Day 5—seaside and marsh. Some
hated the marshes through which the
courses were planned, but I decided
that, having got my feet wet and dirty,
a bit more did not make a lot of difference. This was the day when some
enjoyed the spectacle of the loo lorry
being pulled out of the mud and some
gents braved the French style pissoir.

Day 6 was memorable for 190m
climb to the start. A number of us felt
we had had our exercise for the day
having got there, but as we had been
advised to allow 1 hour and only took
40 minutes, there was plenty of time

to recovery, and oh what a view! And
the really good thing was that the
course was nearly all downhill.
Day 6 was my best day, and to crown
it I found that when all were in, the
result scraped me into qualifying for a
Bronze badge by 2 points. Maybe not
good for those of you who are fit expert athletes but for me, an achievement.
The following also qualified for
badges, congratulations.
Rosie Shaw

Silver Badge

Dorien James

Bronze Badge

Special congratulations to James Nisbet who in spite of courses which
were considerably more difficult than
our experts
expected for
orange standard ones
qualified for
a Bronze
Badge.

Robert
Dove
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TOPCARE—a recommendation on techniques to help you
remember what to focus on in oxygen debt—by Mike Edwards
Back in June Helen Errington and Mike Edwards coached 15 SMOCies at Stockgrove
Country Park. With two top notch coaches we all learnt and/or improved on our O’
techniques. At the end of the day Mike handed out a number of useful articles and we
will be serialising these over the next few editions of SMOC Signals. Here’s the first
instalment....

The $64,000 question I am always asked as a coach is “how do you go
about improving your orienteering?” As a broad assertion, orienteering is
50% about your technical ability and 50% about your physical ability but with
the test of navigation proving decisive.
The aim of this note is to detail a technical approach that you may wish to
follow or adapt to your own needs. The approach I will detail here is based
upon many conversations and coaching session with a variety of orienteers.
The recommended techniques owe much to numerous conversations and
coaching I have been involved with over many years, and the ideas I have
summarised belong to, amongst others, Keith and Susan Marsden (HH),
Phil Batt, Colin Dixon and Dave Rollins (BAOC) and Marc Roberts, Geoff
Ellis and Peter Danks (RAFO).
So how should you approach your orienteering from a technical perspective?
When racing I use the mnemonic TOP(CAR)E to remember what I need to
focus on and I have even been known to write the mnemonic upside down
on my race number at multiday events to try and make myself use it more
often!

So what is TOP(CAR)E?
Thumb
Orientate
Plan
Control
Attack-point
Route-choice
Exit from control

Thumb
Here I (like all good coaches) advocate using your thumb or your thumb
compass or, indeed, your base-plate compass to mark your position on the
map at all times, moving your mark along the map as you progress serenely
through the terrain. Clearly you will need to check off significant features
and/or pace count as you go to ensure you are thumbing the right point on
the map. If you are punctilious in thumbing and check off features you can
never get lost. It really is that simple but the concentration required doing
this religiously for 90 to 150 minutes on long courses is extremely demanding.

Continued next page

Continued from previous page

Orientate
You should keep your map orientated (set) at all times. With the north arrows on the gridlines pointing to magnetic north and with you, as Susan is
always reminding juniors and beginners, stand behind the map at all times
so that as you look up from your orientated map the ground you see in front
of you should match what you visualised when scanning the map. If you
have a compass it is very simple to keep your map orientated by lining up
your north lines with the red needle and standing behind the map – it really
is that simple but many of us fail to do it most of the time! Why oh why?!
Plan
You should never, ever, leave the start or a control without a plan as to
how you are going to execute the following leg. This is often manifested at
the start where people run off at high speed and biff the first control – we’ve
all done it! I have lost count of the number of orienteers I have told that you
cannot win a race on the way to the fist control – but you can lose it. Geoff
Ellis, who has won M21L at the JK, and is currently British Middle and JK
Sprint Champion at M35, often repeats his mantra “steady early – steady
early”, i.e. plan the early legs, scan the terrain and look at runability before
you start lung-bursting effort, i.e. feel your way into the map.
Next time Mike will be looking at the elements of a good plan to execute a
leg.

Canal Relay 1993 to 2000
I have a lot of information on the Canal Relay over the 7 years it ran. I am trying to
put together a booklet covering the history of the event. I would like to collect as
much information as I can including photos, route, changer over points and most important of all, the full results from the first year it was run in 1993.
A great deal of work went into setting up and running the event which raised the profile of SMOC not only to the many running clubs along the canal route, but also within
MK.
If you have anything at all to do with the event, or have any information please contact me on 01638750752 or e-mail chnicholson62@tiscali.co.uk.

SMOC Signals Deadline

The deadline for the
December issue of
SMOC Signals is 20th
November. Send your
contributions to
editor@smoc.info

Colin Nicholson

Junior Corner—answers
The answer to last time’s Junior Corner puzzle was
CONTROL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

THICKET
COMPASS
FINISH
PATH
ROAD
YELLOW
LOST

Events

Always check the
club website for up-

within a 25 mile radius of Milton Keynes

Saturday 10th
September

SMOC’s 25th
Anniversary Party

Bow Brickhill

Sunday 11th
September

Keyne O

Campbell Park

2nd October

WAOC Colour Coded and Ampthill Park
mini-Blodslitet

Friday 7th
October

Committee Meeting

Members are always welcome to
come to Committee Meetings.

Sunday 9th
October

Keyne O

Caldecotte

22nd October

Cambridge City Race

Cambridge

23rd October

WAOC Colour Coded

Rowney Warren

6th November

LEI Regional

Fineshade, Corby

Sunday 13th
November

Keyne O

Willen Lake

to-date information
about events.
www.smoc.info

20th November CHIG Regional

Epping

Sunday 19th
February

SMOC hope to improve on last
years result so put this date in
your diary.

CompassSport Trophy
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Rosie Shaw
rosie.shaw@btinternet.com
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Keith Downing
keith@keith-o.demon.co.uk
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Ann Harris
crazysheep2@googlemail.com
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Ros James
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Vice Chair and KeyneO Co-ordinator
Steve Hardy
steve-hardy@hotmail.com
Mapping Officer
Robert Dove
robert@dove-kettering.freeserve.co.uk
Club Captain
Dorien James
dorien@dorien.me.uk
Equipment Officer
Richard Pownall
rpownall@f2s.com
SMOC Signals Editor
Helen Nisbet
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